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Bespoke Container Windows

Welcome to the fourth issue of Box Inspiration, your weekly dose
of fresh container conversion ideas. This week we show you how
container windows can come in all shapes and sizes.
Windows are ideal if you regularly use your container, and require
natural light. We will work with you to decide where best to place the
windows, and are able to supply and fit standard anti-vandal windows
into offices and canteens, as well as bespoke fixed frame windows.
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Do you remember boomboxes?
One of our favourite jobs which incorporated bespoke windows was
for a skatepark in Hereford. We built a two-tier structure made out of
two new 40ft containers in order to replicate an ‘80s-style boombox,
this accommodated a shop area and canteen area. Circular custom
built windows were designed and installed, in order to give the
appearance of boombox speakers, and these were surrounded with a
powder coated black steel mesh. As well as this, rectangular custom
built windows were also designed and installed in order to give the
appearance of cassette decks.
View the skatepark boombox conversion job >>

GET THE LOOK!
Are you interested in a container with windows? Speak to our friendly
experts today, no job is too big or too small and we can build to your
completely bespoke specification. Our 10ft, 20ft and 40ft containers and
perfect for this type of conversion.
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If you require something else, call us today on 0333 600 6260. We have
container stocks all over the UK and deliver nationwide.
Follow this link to subscribe to our weekly offer, news and inspiration emails >>
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